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Duration: c. 12”

PERSONNEL

For 3-6 speaker performers and an equal amount of laptop operators, and 1 volunteer (not performing) to initiate timer displayed on monitor.

REQUIREMENTS

For speaker performers

1 small bluetooth speaker per performer, preferably with strong distance limitations and enhanced bass response. I highly recommend the Anker SoundCore mini, widely

available online for £15-25.

Per performer, one half (leg) of a pair of fishnet tights. Gaps in tights should be large enough to avoid muting speaker sound, but also small enough to avoid breakages 

large enough for the speaker to escape (see PREPARATIONS and PERFORMANCE NOTES). Double up the tights for extra security if you so wish.

A timer/stopwatch visible for all, out of audience view. In first performance, a monitor approx. 5 metres in front of the stage (central) was used. Should be placed in a 

position whereby speaker performers don't have to adjust their gaze in an obvious manner to be able to read (see PERFORMANCE NOTES – Speaker performers).

For laptop operators

1 laptop per operator, with wireless bluetooth connectivity.

1 mouse and mousepad per operator (recommended for fader flexibility).

Desks (amount and positioning dependant on space).

The required software - 'DeeplyDoppling'. Please contact me at sdavies265@gmail.com for a download link.

mailto:sdavies265@gmail.com


Example budget for 4 speaker performers and 4 laptop operators:

4 x Bluetooth Wireless Portable Speakers at average £20 each = £80

TOTAL COST = £80 (+ any small amount spent on fishnet tights & string)

If you feel that you cannot afford the cost, or would rather not spend the money, please contact me at sdavies265@gmail.com to arrange use / delivery of the required 

equipment that I own. I am happy to supply regardless.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

STAGING (example from premiere performance)

Allow enough space between speaker performers to avoid hazards (swinging speakers into others). It is much preferred that the performers are already positioned as 

such when the audience enters – please consider this when programming.

DESK 4 DESK 3 DESK 2 DESK 1

LAPTOP OPERATOR 4 LAPTOP OPERATOR 3 LAPTOP OPERATOR 2 LAPTOP OPERATOR 1

approx. 3

metres

SPEAKER PERFORMER 4 SPEAKER PERFORMER 2SPEAKER PERFORMER 3 SPEAKER PERFORMER 1

MONITOR ON

DESKDISPLAYING

TIMER

approx. 5

metres

AUDIENCE
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SOFTWARE (showing default levels)

2 oscillators, with on/off switches, choice of wave

type (sine/triangle), the ability to type in any

frequency (0-20kHz) and a horizontal slider for sliding

between frequencies.

Gain (volume) controls for each oscillator,

operated by typing in value or sliding

vertically between values.

FM (frequency modulation)

control panels for each

oscillator, with on/off switches,

a modulation control (type in or

slide horizontally), and

harmonicity control (type in

only). Fade time control not to

be used in performance.

Pink noise

function with

on/off switch and

gain (level)

control.

Master Controls panel with audio

settings function (see

'PREPARATIONS'), initialise

function (set to default settings)

and audio on/off switch.

Combined oscillators

level (raise/lower

combined level;

individual oscillator

levels remain

relative).

Timer, with start /

pause and reset

functions.

Master volume

level, operated by

typing in value or

sliding vertically

between values.



PREPARATIONS

Speaker performers

Ensure that the speakers are fully charged before using wirelessly.

Place/drop the speaker into the bottom of the tight. Stabilise and secure it by tying string round the tight, just above the speaker and creating at least a double-knot. Cut

the tight to a length at which you can comfortably and flexibly swing it around without hitting yourself and potentially others. Secure the holding end to your hand, e.g. 

creating a loop to use as a handle or wrapping and tying it around.

During workshops/rehearsals, figure out the distance/point at which you lose bluetooth connectivity with your laptop partner, and agree with them on this as the point to 

set for the ending (see PERFORMANCE ENDING).

Laptop operators

Anker SoundCore mini speakers are automatically prepared for bluetooth detectability upon switching on. Other speakers may have separate functions for switching on 

detectability. Open your laptop's bluetooth settings and connect laptops to speakers, one speaker per laptop, one at a time to avoid multiple devices trying to connect 

to the same speaker. Once connected, in the software settings, select 'open audio settings' and set your output device to the speaker (e.g. SoundCore mini), then hit the 

power button in the top left of the Audio Status window until it turns blue (usually twice). Close this window.

Set all built-in laptop volumes (not on software!) and bluetooth speaker volumes at maximum. Switch audio on/off function ON. All other settings/levels on the software 

should be set to default (see SOFTWARE).



PERFORMANCE NOTES

The piece is designed to be workshopped, with myself demonstrating, and details subject to change as a result of these sessions. Details are heavily subject to change 

depending on performance space and therefore choreography of the ending.

Laptop operators

Before performance begins, be seated at your desk, looking focused and neutral. A volunteer will cue in the starting of timers, for which you hit 'Timer start/pause' on the

software to initiate your own personal timer. The timer displayed on the monitor in the staging diagram is for the use of speaker performers only.

Pink noise control

There are four different time intervals at which laptop operators reduce their pink noise levels – 1'30”, 1'35”, 1'40”and 1'45”. The 4 parts display how this occurs over the

duration of the piece. Any laptop performer can follow any part, 1 per part.

Actions

The parts display how the following actions occur or can occur over the duration. Avoid using the same action back to back on the same oscillator (does not apply to A4 

however). All actions are unsynchronised. Any actions that require typing in a value need to be immediately followed by hitting your laptop's enter key.

A1) Perform slow, smooth dynamic diminuendos and crescendos on individual oscillator gain levels, or on the combined oscillator level. Avoid crescendos of more than 

3.0*, and only diminuendo by more than 3.0 if you are about to diminuendo to 0.0, in order to perform action A3 or B1 (see below). Dynamic changes should only slightly

alter your amount of presence in the overall sound.

*When performing a crescendo from 0.0, crescendo to a level that is between 3.0 higher and 3.0 lower than your previous level. E.g. if you have performed a 

diminuendo from 6.0 to 0.0 in order to perform A3/B1, then follow up with a crescendo to a level between 3.0 and 9.0.



A2) Using the frequency slider, raise (hold right) or lower (hold left) your frequency, smoothly by a maximum of 5Hz, over a duration of 10-15 seconds. The further right of

the central point you hold, the quicker the frequency will raise, and vice versa. Be mindful of the frequency bandwidth limitations provided in the parts.

A3) Change the FM harmonicity value to at least 0.05 higher or lower than your previous value. This should only be done with the oscillator volume set at 0.0 to avoid an 

obvious, sudden harmonic change (see A1). Notice how this change is more substantial the higher your modulation level is set.

A4) Using the FM modulation slider, over 5-10 seconds, smoothly raise (hold right) or lower (hold left) your level by a maximum of 3.0. The further right of the central 

point you hold, the quicker the frequency will raise, and vice versa.

B1) Raise or lower a frequency by 10-50Hz, by typing it in. As with A3, this should only be done with the oscillator volume set at 0.0 to avoid an obvious, sudden 

harmonic change (see A1). As with A2, be mindful of the frequency bandwidth limitations provided in the parts.

C1) By typing in, perform an instant dynamic rise on either individual oscillator level, or the combined oscillator level, of between 2.0 and 4.0. Hold the level there for 5-

10 seconds before instantly reversing the gesture (typing in the previous level), or smoothly fading back down to your previous level, or lower, over 10-15 seconds.

See PERFORMANCE ENDING for instructions on how collectively to end the performance.

Speaker performers

Before the audience enter, adopt the following physical and positional state:

Stand in your stage position, facing straight ahead into the audience space, with apparatus in hand, which should be at its full extended length. Stand still, with good but 

natural-looking posture, legs relaxed and arms relaxed by your sides. Your gaze (head and eyes) should be about 20º downwards (applies throughout performance). Your 

expression should be focused, neutral, and mindful – avoid any body language that expresses boredom or eagerness (applies throughout performance).

A volunteer will cue in the initiation of a timer. Upon the timer starting, quickly raise your holding arm to a position straight and at a 90º angle to your body. Avoid any 

other physical movement whatsoever.



At any moment between 0'30” and 1'00”, begin to perform a circular motion with the apparatus and continue to do so until your participation in the ending comes (see 

PERFORMANCE ENDING). Upon entry, this should be at a slow-moderate speed. Avoid any other physical movement and maintain your gaze, expression and body 

language. Avoid any kind of over-theatricality or athleticism.

Maintain your speed for the next approximately 30 seconds, then during your remaining time on stage, explore subtle changes of speed (faster and slower), but avoid 

moving substantially far away from your starting speed. Notice how wider motions covering more distance result in slower speeds, and the opposite in faster speeds, and

find ways of flexibility controlling this.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PERFORMANCE ENDING (example from premiere performance)

At 7'00”, speaker performer #1 – allow the swinging of your speaker to wind down naturally to a minimal amount. Do not force the issue. Slowly and maintaining your 

body language, take the speaker into 2 hands extended straight out in front of your body as if it is an offering. Do not cover the speaker, as to do so will impede 

bluetooth connection. Discreetly, without looking, place a finger in a position to discreetly switch it off later on.

Exit the stage with the body language that has been maintained so far. Walk very slowly but never take a pause in your stride. Your stride should look natural. Walk down 

the left-side aisle of the church (from stage point of view). Just before you reach the pre-decided point at which your bluetooth connection disconnects, switch off your 

speaker discreetly without altering your gaze. Laptop operator #1 – at this point switch the audio on/off switch to OFF. When you reach the end of the aisle, turn 

right and continue, stopping just as you are about to reach the central carpet. Continue with every other element of your physicality and body language until the 

performance ends.

At 7,30”, speaker performer #4, perform the same process but down the right-side aisle, turning left at the end, and settling to face speaker performer #1. Laptop 

operator #4 – see above instruction for laptop operator #1.

At 8'10”, speaker performer #2, perform the same process but down the central aisle. Your finishing position should be standing next to speaker performer #3, copying 

their positioning and stance. Laptop operator #2 – see above instruction for laptop operator #1.



At 9'00”, speaker performer #3 – continue with your swinging motion, and be swinging at a slow pace. With this as an exception, perform the process that speaker 

performer #2 has just performed. Walk through the doorway, passing the standing speaker performers, and out of the building. Once you are a few metres outside of the

building and are almost inaudible (check this in workshops/rehearsals), switch your speaker off (at which point, laptop operator #3 – switch the audio on/off switch to 

OFF) and naturally return to the building. This signals the end of performance.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________










